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		Microsoft SharePoint 2010: Business Connectivity Services helps small and medium-sized businesses as well as bigger organizations put their business
	
		data to work—and create valuable business solutions. Use Microsoft SharePoint Foundation 2010, Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010, or Microsoft
	
		SharePoint Online (part of Microsoft Office 365 cloud services) to unlock data and increase productivity.
	
		Put your organization’s data to work with Business Connectivity Services in SharePoint 2010—and build valuable business solutions. Led by a team of SharePoint experts, you’ll learn how to integrate data from several systems—such as sales, accounting, and inventory—and then search, display, combine, and modify the information using code and no-code SharePoint solutions. This hands-on guide is ideal for SharePoint project managers, business analysts, architects, and administrators.

	
		Create a central hub for your business data with SharePoint 2010

		
			Access data from applications and databases using Business Connectivity Services
	
			Create external lists in SharePoint to display your business data
	
			Build dashboards to present charts and key performance indicators
	
			Use business information offline with Microsoft Office applications
	
			Create custom SharePoint applications to insert, modify, and delete business data
	
			Populate SharePoint user profiles with information from several sources
	
			Build Business Connectivity Service solutions in SharePoint Online
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Drawing Graphs: Methods and Models (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2001
Graph drawing comprises all aspects of visualizing structural relations between objects. The range of topics dealt with extends from graph theory, graph algorithms, geometry, and topology to visual languages, visual perception, and information visualization, and to computer-human interaction and graphics design. This monograph gives a systematic...
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XML Processing with Perl, Python, and PHPSybex, 2001

	-The only book that focuses on the usage of XML with the most popular scripting languages, including Perl, Python, PHP, Ruby, Rebol, TCL, and Mac OS X's AppleScript.

	-Complete coverage of the core XML processing issues, including the basics of parsing XML documents, converting XML to and from different formats and translating...
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Current Diagnosis & Treatment in Family MedicineMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Current Diagnosis & Treatment in Family Medicine is the first edition of this single-source reference for house staff and practicing family physicians who provide comprehensive and continuous care of individuals of both sexes throughout the lifespan. The text is organized according to the developmental lifespan, beginning with...
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Capture and Reuse of Project Knowledge in ConstructionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An organisation’s competitive advantage lies in the knowledge of its employees and the organisation’s ability to harness that knowledge to meet business objectives. Knowledge management is recognised in the construction industry as a potential tool for providing organisational benefits, but for a number of reasons –...
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Microsoft Windows PowerShell 3.0 FirstlookPackt Publishing, 2012


	With PowerShell quickly becoming the de-facto standard for automation, on

	the Windows platform, it is becoming a necessity to learn and understand the

	language. Microsoft Windows PowerShell 3.0 First Look will ensure that you have a

	great overview of the numerous new features and changes found in the most recent

	version of the...
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The Light Fantastic: A Modern Introduction to Classical and Quantum OpticsOxford University Press, 2008
"Provides a nice mix of elementary physical optics with practical and exciting applications."--Stephen Barnett, University of Strathclyde
     
   This book presents a thorough and self-contained introduction to modern optics, covering in full the three components ray optics, wave optics, and quantum optics. The text covers all...
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